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What can CRS offer?
CRS has been supplying research equipment for the paper and pulp industry for more than 30 years.
We have designed, constructed, manufactured and installed more than one hundred systems for
fiber research, mostly for batch sizes of 0.5 – 5 kg OD, but both smaller and considerably larger
systems have been designed and/or manufactured.
We have experienced different trends on the market over the years and we are by now specialized in
both cooking and bleaching, as well as in related needs like washing – the latest trend now being bio
refining and polysaccharide research.

An advanced customized CRS Pilot Digester system for multiple cook types

A long history of working closely with our customers in laboratories all over the world has provided
us with the know-how to supply cost-effective, high-quality and flexible systems for working with
fibers in laboratory and/or pilot scale.
Based on the needs of a modern laboratory for conventional or unconventional fiber research we
have developed a line of machines called the CRS Fiber Line1.
Please visit our homepage (http://www.crs-reactor.com) for additional information and news.

1

The CRS Fiber Line is a series of partly standardized machines. We do also deliver fully customized systems
such as pilot digesters adapted for specific requirements or equipment for bio refinery lines. CRS is furthermore
connected to a group of companies doing contract research and process consultancy. Please inquire for more
information.
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1. About the CRS Fiber Line
The machines of the CRS Fiber Line are categorized after their main use: cooking, bleaching and
washing. However, the machines are in some senses multifunctional and can be used both for their
main purpose as well as for other purposes – one example being the possibility to do bleaching
experiments in the Autoclave Oven. New concepts like bio refining sometimes fit into several
categories.
Choosing between machinery is always a trade-off between several, sometimes conflicting, needs. At
CRS we have tried to maximize the flexibility of our machines, while still maintaining some degree of
standardization between them, both to keep the price level reasonable and to increase reliability.
One example of this blend of flexibility and standardization is the Multi Purpose Reactor where there
is a standardized rack and support system, while still allowing for different vessel types which can be
replaced between trials. Another example is the Autoclave Oven where different types of autoclaves
can be used in the same oven.

The CRS Fiber Line and where it fits into a paper & pulp laboratory
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2. Machines
For general notes on quality, warranties and safety, see chapter 3.
Note that even though these machines are in some way standardized they are made in small series,
only a few units per year of each type. Minor improvements and changes are made with nearly every
unit sold.
Apart from the technical specifications given for each machine, there are lots of innovative design
features built in to the machine resulting from years of experience, improving the quality and
reliability of these machines compared to other systems on the market. We improve continuously!
Each machine (I to IV) is described in 5 sub chapters according to below.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Purpose & description
Technical overview
More technical information
Scope of delivery & options
Installation requirements & practicalities

CRS Autoclave Oven 2.0

CRS Recycle Digester 2.0

CRS Multi Purpose Reactor 3.0

CRS Wash Line 3.0
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Machine I
CRS Autoclave Oven 2.0
1. Purpose & description
The CRS Autoclave Oven has been developed as a productive and reliable machine for making
multiple individual experiments within one trial. It is therefore ideal for screening purposes, but also
for quickly producing long series of reliable experimental data. However, its general design makes it
suitable for a whole range of experiments that can be performed in a pressurized rotated autoclave –
it’s not at all limited to cooking.
The system is highly automated with an advanced, yet easy to use, PC interface. It requires little
operator attention while in operation. In most experiments the machine can be started and left
running by the operator until it finishes automatically, including the rapid cool-down of autoclaves.
Data acquisition and logging is done automatically.

Oven seen from the front with doors open

Some examples of the application of the Autoclave Oven include simulation of conventional batch
cooks, prehydrolysis, oxygen delignification and pressurized oxygen or peroxide bleaching.
The autoclaves all have individual temperature sensors and each has its own H- or P-factor sampling.
The autoclaves are safe, easy to work with, and have excellent mass and heat transfer properties.
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Machine I – CRS Autoclave Oven 2.0
2. Technical overview

Design pressure

At least 20 barg (depending on autoclave type)

Operational pressure

0 – 18 barg (applicable to the gas option)

Design temperature

250 C

Operational temperature

App. 40 – 190 C (inside autoclaves), the oven goes much higher in
temperature.

Materials

316L equivalent on all process parts, 304 equivalent on supporting
structures.

Vessel sizes

Autoclaves can be 3 L or 1.5 L or 0.5 L

Number of vessels

Maximum is 8. However, choosing 3 L autoclaves limits the number to
6.

Heating

20 kW

Shaft rotation

2 – 20 Rpm
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Machine I – CRS Autoclave Oven 2.0
3. More technical information
The autoclaves are made in three different sizes. Extra autoclaves can be ordered as an option and
each set can be different if need be, for instance of a different size or teflonized. The oven can be
equipped with 4, 6 or 8 autoclaves depending on choice at design. However, not all combinations
and numbers are possible so check with CRS first before deciding on a set-up.

A set-up of 8 autoclaves of 1.5 L each – note the individual temperature sensor cables to each autoclave

Autoclave systems in general face two major challenges. One is heat transfer and one is mass
transfer. Both these challenges are rooted in the fact that there is no externally driven circulation of
the liquor inside the autoclaves. However, the CRS Autoclave Oven’s unique design – resulting from
years of experience of working with these systems – meets both these challenges very well.
The CRS Autoclave Oven has an advanced temperature control, which dynamically manipulates the
oven temperature, through a high power heater and equally powerful water cooling, to achieve the
desired autoclave interior temperature – allowing for both ramping at different rates as well as for
stable temperatures. The temperature spread between autoclaves is small compared to other hot air
systems and also continuously monitored.
The autoclaves are mounted in such a way that rotating them creates a swirling motion inside them
in order to achieve the best possible mixing of liquor and solids. Furthermore the speed of rotation is
relatively fast, and also possible to control through recipes.
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Machine I – CRS Autoclave Oven 2.0
Below is an example of how well the temperature control can perform in a CRS Autoclave Oven. Note
the very complex profile of ramping and stable temperatures. Also note the rapid cool-down at the
end.

A very complex temperature profile composed of several ramps – the colored lines are the individual autoclave
temperatures tracking the white set point line

The gas control option allows mid-process gas pressure increase or gas pressure release from the
autoclaves, without having to remove them from the oven. The autoclaves are simply stopped
(automatically) in an upright position and the operator can work with the pressure control from
outside the oven. This is a major increase in safety as well as in experimental quality. Any gas which is
allowed for the process can be connected to the system.
The oven operates at temperatures up to around 230 C. Temperatures in the higher end are
necessary to provide enough ramp rates of the autoclave interior temperatures. Heating up the oven
is done with an electrical coil heater, with a high capacity fan to ensure a high air flow through the
oven. Two water spray systems are used to quickly lower the oven temperature whenever necessary,
and also to perform a rapid cool-down of the autoclaves by spraying directly onto them.
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Machine I – CRS Autoclave Oven 2.0
Inserting and removing the autoclaves is a quick procedure. Even if the oven is running a predefined
recipe it can be paused at any time, which will stop the fan and the heater. Opening the oven doors
will also stop the fan and the heater on an interlock. The autoclaves are removed or inserted one by
one and secured with a quick-snap. The autoclaves can be handled even when very hot, as long as
protecting gloves are used. A cooling bath on the side can be used to run an external rapid cooldown. That way the autoclaves can be removed at a certain individual H-factor for instance.
The efficiency of the autoclave oven is very much depending on the logistics of the autoclaves –
including charging & discharging. The autoclave oven itself is ready for the next experiment as soon
as the previous one has ended. If using two sets of autoclaves it is possible to achieve a high
throughput.
The oven is made in stainless steel of 316L (internally) or 304 quality (externally). The autoclaves are
made in 316L quality steel, with a design that minimizes weight to make them easy to handle. The lid
can be removed for charge and discharge and it has a quick-fit and a valve for easy insertion or
removal of liquor or gas. A transport/storage car for the autoclaves when they are outside the oven is
included in the delivery.

A 3 L autoclave – vessel only, without top valve and quick connect
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Machine I – CRS Autoclave Oven 2.0
The Autoclave Oven is controlled from a PC, with an HMI system developed in a standard industrial
framework, Wonderware Intouch or similar. The program is designed with the ambition to be easy to
use, offer broad functionality and flexibility, and also to respect safety.

HMI program showing an active experiment

All CRS HMI programs are quite similar in both appearance and logic. They use a common data
format which makes it possible to attach several machines to a common database if needed.
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Machine I – CRS Autoclave Oven 2.0
A recipe program allows recipes to be built at any time before the experiment is run. The recipes can
be made quite unique, with a remarkable degree of flexibility – allowing complex temperature
profiles and varying rotational speeds of the autoclave shaft. A rapid cool-down can be triggered
automatically on a set time or a certain average H- or P-factor.

Recipe program showing an active experiment executing

The system will continuously log temperatures, H- and P-factors and other control attributes to
either a database or CSV based files (which can be viewed in a spreadsheet program like MS Excel).
On a lower level the machine is controlled from a dual (master/slave) PLC inside the electrical
cabinet.
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Machine I – CRS Autoclave Oven 2.0
4. Scope of delivery & options
The standard scope of delivery includes the following:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Complete autoclave oven with pre-determined autoclave setup (number of autoclaves).
Transportation/storage car for autoclaves.
Control computer with all necessary programs installed. Network cables and switches.
Required licenses for hardware and software.
Documentation.
Connection points for required supplies.

Autoclaves can be bought in any numbers – spares and extra sets if needed. If two sets are bought
one set can be teflonized for instance. Having an additional set of identical autoclave can also
increase the productivity quite a bit, allowing for more actual oven runtime which is important when
running long series of experiments.
The options follow below. Some additional customization or options are always possible, please
inquire.
Option 1:

Start-up & training – one week on site by one engineer from CRS, assisting with
practical issues for the installation as well as doing the start-up and training of
operators. The customer will need to provide the necessary resources for bringing the
machine to the correct location, as well as connecting it to the supplies, but CRS can
supervise where needed.
If this option is not ordered the start-up has to be done by customer. However, in such
a case CRS will be happy to receive the customer in our work-shop for a two-day free
training and walk-through of the machine.

Option 2:

Spare part package – a selection of spare parts aimed at giving the least possible
downtime in case parts fail. Spare parts can of course be order individually at a later
stage if needed.

Option 3:

Gas control – a gas connection to each autoclave, fed through a common line from
outside the oven. Manual control valves and a manometer as well as a pressure
transmitter with digital display for gas injection and/or removal are on the side of the
oven. A special positioning control of the shaft ensures that the autoclaves are
stopped in an upright position, to prevent liquors from being extracted by mistake.
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Machine I – CRS Autoclave Oven 2.0
5. Installation requirements & practicalities
The system has some necessary requirements that need to be fulfilled in order to run it. These have
to be prepared by the customer before any installation is to take place.
a. Power connection – the requirement is a 3-phase 400 VAC 50 Hz connection at no less than
50A capacity. Other setups, like other voltages or 60 Hz, are possible but please check with
CRS first.
b. Water connection –a water pressure of at least 3 bar is required. The colder the water is the
quicker the cooling and the lower the temperature range of operation will be. Tap water
quality is preferred.
c. Drain connection – the drain connection must never be blocked or restricted, there has to be
free flow at all times. The drain water can reach temperatures of 70 C or above, though the
quantities will generally be small.
d. Vent connection – the vent connection must also never be blocked or restricted in any way.
This is even more important than the drain outlet and a major safety requirement. A blocked
ventilation outlet can lead to pressure build-up inside the oven. The oven will vent out steam
intermittently. A large room can handle this without too much condensation in the room,
whereas in a smaller room a vent pipe (again – it has to be open and not restricted in any
way!) should be directed outward.

Additionally there are some less critical but nonetheless important aspects to consider.
a. Safety – the system should be used in accordance with what the risk analysis states. Please
make sure that the requirements stated in that document can be met with the chosen lab
setup. Note also the special hazards related to working with autoclaves.
b. Noise – the system produces a monotonous noise from the fan whenever it is in operation.
Consider placing the system in a room where noise can be tolerated. Alternatively set up a
sound barrier (like a surrounding wall) around the system.
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Machine I – CRS Autoclave Oven 2.0
The machine weighs around 800 kg. It can be supported by machine feet or rubber mats (included
with the delivery). The outer measurements of the machine and the recommended floor space are
shown below.
(mm)

CRS Autoclave Oven 2.0

1400

2600
2000

Access
Height 2400
3100
To transport the machine into a room the door needs a width of at least 1400 and a height of at least
2050.
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Machine II
CRS Recycle Digester 2.0
1. Purpose & description
The CRS Recycle Digester is a compact recirculation digester system for batches of 9L of chips,
corresponding to 1-2 kg OD depending on choice of material. It is a compact and versatile system for
producing typical amounts of pulp in laboratory scale under precise conditions, yielding enough for
further treatment and analysis.
The Recycle Digester is primarily designed for conventional batch cooking, but can easily be used for
other purposes, such as simulating pre-hydrolysis. More advanced processes, such as displacement
cooking, would require a real pilot digester – which we can also offer on demand.
The Recycle Digester features functionality such as steaming (high pressure control is an option),
automatic pressure control, mid-process sampling, flow metering, high capacity heating in one or
more ramps, and variable flow control – all through the advanced PC system where complex cooking
recipes can be designed.
Other features include very good temperature measurement and control, rapid cool-downs and
heat-ups and excellent flow distribution over the chips. A crane assists the operators in handling the
internal chip basket.
The CRS Recycle Digester is the CRS basic system for pulping and the most cost effective and high
quality machine for production of pulp on laboratory scale under precise conditions.
The CRS Recycle Digester can be scaled up and expanded with various options, such as extraction and
injection lines, tank farms etcetera – transforming it to a CRS Pilot Digester. Inquire for more
information.

A twin pilot version of the CRS Recycle / Pilot Digester with larger vessels (2 x 15 L chips)
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Machine II – CRS Recycle Digester
2. Technical overview

Design pressure

16 barg

Operational pressure

0 – 15 barg

Design temperature

230 C

Operational temperature

app. 30 – 190 C

Materials

316L equivalent on all process parts, 304 equivalent on supporting
structures.

Vessel size

Approximately 9 L of chips in basket, vessel volume is slightly larger

Heating

5 kW electrical loop heater (the system could be modified for steam
heating instead)

Flow

2 – 4 Lpm (recipe controlled), flow meter/transmitter on loop

Sampling

Hot and pressurized digester can be sampled any time

Steaming

Atmospheric steaming, recipe controlled.

Pressure
Ctrl

Steam &
Wash

Digester
with basket
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Machine II – CRS Recycle Digester
3. More technical information
The temperature is controlled with an electrical heater and a water cooler on the digester loop, both
dimensioned to achieve quick heating and rapid cooling. The digester vessel is designed to produce
even flow of liquor over the chip bed and the temperature sensors are positioned to really measure
the correct temperatures of the in- and out-going liquors – getting these measurements even slightly
wrong can have a big impact on data quality and the accuracy of sampled process values that we can
offer is the result of 30 years of experience in this field.
The packable volume inside the digester baskets is 9 L. The chip basket simplifies charging and
discharging, and ergonometric considerations have been taken into account when designing handling
of the lid and basket. The lid is light and can be lifted by hand, the basket is winched up using a small
crane.

A digester charged with chips, but not yet with liquors

H- and P-factors are calculated on both the digester top and bottom temperatures, the operator can
select which one to use as a stopping point for cooking. The true digester top temperature can be
controlled very accurately, both during ramps and stable phases.
The flow is top to bottom. The volume of the loop has been minimized to allow low liquor to wood
ratios. The flow is variable and can be set quite high for a system like this. The flow is also monitored
with a transmitter and reported to system continuously.
The steam connection allows automated atmospheric steaming of the chips in the standard setup –
this process can be run against a P factor target if desired.
Charging of liquors is done directly into the vessels, pouring from a canister or similar – there is also
an inlet through a quick fit where liquor can be pumped into the digesters if the liquors are
considered toxic or unpleasant (however no pump is included for this, an external pump and tank
should be used). The system is designed for good washing as well as for easy cleaning between
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experiments, so that carry-over and residue can be minimized.
The system is highly automated and requires little operator attention while in operation. Data
acquisition and logging is done automatically. Only samples are taken manually.
The digester has a pressure control, with automated ventilation and gas inlet. Pressure profiles can
be set in the recipes as a varying min and max pressure profile over time.
The digester is controlled from a PC, with an HMI system developed in a standard industrial
framework, Wonderware Intouch or similar. The program is designed with the ambition to be easy to
use, offer broad functionality and flexibility as well as repeatability of experiments.
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Machine II – CRS Recycle Digester

Double screen HMI program for a CRS Recycle / Pilot Digester of twin type

A recipe program allows recipes to be built at any time before the experiment is run. The recipes
allow profiles of temperatures, pressures and flows, to be built over time, with pre-programmed
rapid cool-downs triggered on H- or P-factors or a set time.
The system will continuously log temperatures, pressures, H- and P-factors and other control
attributes to either a database or CSV based files (which can be viewed in a spreadsheet program like
MS Excel).
On a lower level the machine is controlled from a PLC inside the electrical cabinet.
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Machine II – CRS Recycle Digester
4. Scope of delivery & options
The standard scope of delivery includes the following:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Complete recycle digester.
Control computer with all necessary programs installed. Network cables and switch.
Required licenses for hardware and software.
CE label.
Documentation.
Connection points for required supplies.

The options follow below. Some additional customization or options are always possible, please
inquire.
Option 1:

Start-up & training – one week on site by one engineer from CRS, assisting with
practical issues for the installation as well as doing the start-up and training of
operators. The customer will need to provide the necessary resources for bringing the
machine to the correct location, as well as connecting it to the supplies, but CRS can
supervise where needed.
If this option is not ordered the start-up has to be done by customer. However, in such
a case CRS will be happy to receive the customer in our work-shop for a two-day free
training and walk-through of the machine.

Option 2:

Spare part package – a selection of spare parts aimed at giving the least possible
downtime in case parts fail. Spare parts can of course be order individually at a later
stage if needed.
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Machine II – CRS Recycle Digester
5. Installation requirements & practicalities
The system has some necessary requirements that need to be fulfilled in order to run it. These have
to be prepared by the customer before any installation is to take place.
a. Power connection – the requirement is a 3-phase 400 VAC 50 Hz connection at no less than
25A capacity. Other setups, like other voltages or 60 Hz, are possible but please check with
CRS first.
b. Steam connection – the system can be run without a steam connection (of course that would
limit the steaming though).
c. Pressurized air connection – the requirement is 6 – 10 bar, water and oil free.
d. Nitrogen connection – the requirement is 16 – 20 bar.
e. Water connection – a water pressure of at least 3 bar is recommended, otherwise the
coolers will not work optimally. Tap water quality is preferred.
f. Drain connection – the drain will receive liquors at up to 100 C. The vent is connected to the
drain inside the machine. Beware of smells and toxic gases.

Additionally there are some less critical but nonetheless important aspects to consider.
g. Safety – the system should be used in accordance with what the risk analysis states. Please
make sure that the requirements stated in that document can be met with the chosen lab
setup.
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Machine II – CRS Recycle Digester
The machine weighs around 500 kg. It will be supported by machine feet (included with the delivery).
The outer measurements of the machine and the recommended floor space are shown below.
(mm)

CRS Recycle Digester 2.0

800
1500
1300

Access

Access
Height 1900
2000
To transport the machine into a room the door needs a width of at least 800 and a height of at least
1950.
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Machine III
CRS Multi Purpose Reactor 3.0
1. Purpose & description
The CRS Multi Purpose Reactor is primarily designed for bleaching experiments, but it can in fact be
used in many other applications where a mixing reactor with precise temperature control, pressure
control and automatic injections is required.
The reactor has a variable speed mixer, with interchangeable turbines, working over a wide range of
Rpm. The reactor is normally charged through a removable cap on the lid, and discharged through a
similar solution in the bottom. Liquor can be added from start but also injected automatically in midprocess at recipe set times from injectors. There is a pressure control which can be supplied with
different types of gases, depending on application. Everything during process, except sampling, is
automatic and recipe controlled.
The temperature control is advanced and accurate, using liquid media in the reactor vessel jacket to
achieve rapid heat-up and cool-down as well as precise stable temperatures. Complex temperature
profiles can be programmed in the recipes to simulate a variety of real situations. Temperature
ramps can be both positive and negative and as fast as up to 5 C/min (depending on vessel).
The system is designed to allow for different vessels and the vessels can easily be replaced, along
with the turbine, between experiments. Thus it is possible to have a system that can do both highshear mixing as well as regular mixing and also vessel of different materials, like titanium.

Front view of machine
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Machine III – CRS Multi Purpose Reactor 3.0
The reactor can be used to simulate a number of bleaching steps, such as oxygen, hydrogen
peroxide, pressurized hydrogen peroxide, ozone, chlorine dioxide and enzyme bleaching. Some
ozone applications require the gas injection option. The reactor is equipped with three liquor
injectors of 2.5 L each as standard.
The system is highly automated and requires little operator attention while in operation. Data
acquisition and logging is done automatically.
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Machine III – CRS Multi Purpose Reactor 3.0
2. Technical overview
For a quick overview see below. For more technical information see next chapter.
Design pressure

15 barg

Operational pressure

0 – 14 barg (using the supplied gas – oxygen, nitrogen etc)

Design temperature

200 C

Operational temperature

app. 20 – 180 C inside reactor

Materials

316L on all process parts, 304 or equivalent on supporting structures.
Reactors can also be made in titanium or other materials.

Vessel sizes

Vessels can be replaced between experiments. One vessel is included
with the delivery, but another one can be ordered at the same time or
later. Standard vessel size for regular mixing is around 13 L, allowing for
charge up to 1 kg pulp OD. High shear mixing vessels are 4 L.

Mixing

High-shear mixing is possible only in smaller vessels. High-shear goes up
to 3000 Rpm and regular mixing goes up to 800 Rpm.

Heating

12 kW on heating media

Sampling

Hot and pressurized vessels can be sampled any time.

Injectors

Three liquor injectors of 2.5 L each is standard, gas injection is an
option. All injectors, liquor and gas, are fired automatically at pre-set
times in the recipes.
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Machine III – CRS Multi Purpose Reactor 3.0
3. More technical information
The machine consists of two systems – one is the process side system with the reactor, the other one
is the hot water loop for temperature control.
The process side is made up of the reactor (replaceable), injectors and auxiliary automatic valves for
pressure control etc.
The hot water loop actually makes up the major physical part of the machine. It consists of a closed
loop of heating media (normally water), with heater, coolers, temperature controllers, expansion
vessel etc. When firing off an injector the cool content of the injector passes through a pre-heater on
the heating media side, bringing the injected liquor to near process temperature immediately.

Small reactor mounted on machine

The reactor vessels all have a common lid (teflonization of the lid is an option). The lid does not need
to be opened under normal operating conditions, only when switching between vessels or more
serious cleaning. Normal charging and discharging is done through entry and exit points. The
discharge is done with a water flush inside the reactor and all discharged material should be
collected in a bucket below.
There is also a special entry point for a syringe that can be used for minor manual injections of
enzymes.
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Machine III – CRS Multi Purpose Reactor 3.0

Dismounted reactor (in titanium) showing a high-shear turbine (also in titanium)

The CRS Multi Purpose Reactor is controlled from a PC, with an HMI system developed in a standard
industrial framework, Wonderware Intouch or similar. The program is designed with the ambition to
be easy to use, offer broad functionality and flexibility, and also to respect safety.

The HMI program – note the heating media loop in blue that makes up most of the control system
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Machine III – CRS Multi Purpose Reactor 3.0
A recipe program allows recipes to be built at any time before the experiment is run. The system will
continuously log temperatures, pressures and other control attributes to either a database or CSV
based files (which can be viewed in a spreadsheet program like MS Excel).
On a lower level the machine is controlled from a PLC inside the electrical cabinet.
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Machine III – CRS Multi Purpose Reactor 3.0
4. Scope of delivery & options
The standard scope of delivery includes the following:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Complete reactor system.
One reactor vessel plus matching turbine.
A movable rack for lowering the vessel (and switching between vessels).
Control computer with all necessary programs installed. Network cables and switch.
Required licenses for hardware and software.
CE labels.
Documentation.
Connection points for required supplies.

The options follow below. Some additional customization or options are always possible, please
inquire.
Option 1:

Start-up & training – one week on site by one engineer from CRS, assisting with
practical issues for the installation as well as doing the start-up and training of
operators. The customer will need to provide the necessary resources for bringing the
machine to the correct location, as well as connecting it to the supplies, but CRS can
supervise where needed.
If this option is not ordered the start-up has to be done by customer. However, in such
a case CRS will be happy to receive the customer in our work-shop for a two-day free
training and walk-through of the machine.

Option 2:

Spare part package – a selection of spare parts aimed at giving the least possible
downtime in case parts fail. Spare parts can of course be order individually at a later
stage if needed.

Option 3:

Extra reactor – titanium, plastic or other special material reactor – an extra reactor
which can be easily mounted to replace the original one. Allows for other chemicals
and processes. If an extra turbine is needed it will be included too in this option.

Option 4:

Gas injector system – an extra injector for gases, with automatic injection control. This
option is required for ozone bleaching experiments. Any ozone generating equipment
is however not part of Option 4.
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Machine III – CRS Multi Purpose Reactor 3.0
5. Installation requirements & practicalities
The system has some necessary requirements that need to be fulfilled in order to run it. These have
to be prepared by the customer before any installation is to take place.
a. Power connection – the requirement is a 3-phase 400 VAC 50 Hz connection at no less than
40A capacity. Other setups, like other voltages or 60 Hz, are possible but please check with
CRS first.
b. Pressurized air connection – the requirement is 6 – 10 bar, water and oil free.
c. Process gas connection – operator choice, usually nitrogen or oxygen, preferably at 20 bar
pressure.
d. Water connection – a water pressure of at least 3 bar is recommended, otherwise the
coolers will not work optimally. Tap water quality is preferred.
e. Drain connection – the drain will receive liquors at up to 70 C. The vent is connected to the
drain inside the machine. Beware of smells and toxic gases.

Additionally there are some less critical but nonetheless important aspects to consider.
f.

Safety – the system should be used in accordance with what the risk analysis states. Please
make sure that the requirements stated in that document can be met with the chosen lab
setup.
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Machine III – CRS Multi Purpose Reactor 3.0
The machine weighs around 1,000 kg. It will be supported by machine feet (included with the
delivery). The outer measurements of the machine and the recommended floor space are shown
below.
(mm)

CRS Multi Purpose Reactor 3.0

1000
Access

1900

2300

Height 2400
3100
To transport the machine into a room the door needs a width of at least 1050 and a height of at least
2000.
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Machine IV
CRS Wash Line 3.0
1. Purpose & description
The CRS Wash Line is intended to service laboratory digesters and bleaching reactors, being fed with
either cooked wood chips or dirty pulp.
The wash line is designed for batches ranging from about 0.1 kg OD up to about 2 kg OD. This span
makes it ideal for handling the output from a CRS Recycle or Pilot Digester, a CRS Multi Purpose
Reactor or individual autoclaves from a CRS Autoclave Oven. It can even be used to service larger
digesters or bleach reactors if the washing is done in segments.
The wash line consists of a disintegrator, a large buffer tank, a screen unit and a collector tank. The
wash sequence is automated, but the system requires some operator attention during operation, to
make sure residue is not left in the tanks etc.
The washed pulp is collected as a partly de-watered pulp cake (at a consistency of around 15%) from
the collector tank. Any rejects can be collected from the screen outlet. An easy to use touch panel
controls the system.

A CRS Wash Line seen from the disintegrator side
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Machine IV – CRS Wash Line 3.0
2. Technical overview
For a quick overview see below. For more technical information see next chapter.
Charge

0.1 – 2 kg per batch (even larger amounts can be run in segments)

Wash time

30 – 120 min from disintegration to collection of pulp (depends on
charge etc)

Design temperature

70 C

Operational temperature

app. 10 – 60 C

Materials

316L on all process parts, 304 or equivalent on supporting structures.
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Machine IV – CRS Wash Line 3.0
3. More technical information
The CRS Wash Line is made in stainless steel, with process parts in 316L.
The disintegrator has an effective volume of about 35 L and the disintegration runs at a consistency
of 1-2 %. The turbine is run by a motor with adjustable speed and runtime, usually 1-3 minutes. The
transfer pump under the disintegrator can transfer the content in a couple of minutes to the buffer
tank.

Looking into the disintegrator

The buffer tank has an effective volume of about 400-500 L, with a level meter continuously
reporting current level to system. The purpose of the buffer tank is to dilute the disintegrated
suspension to make it more suitable for the pressurized screener.
The screen unit is fitted with replaceable screens, the standard having a slot size of 0.20 mm. The
rejects are left inside the screen and can easily be retrieved afterwards. The screen is designed for
ordinarily cooked material. Very high kappa pulp or, some unconventional pulp or poorly
disintegrated material can lead to frequent blocking of the screen with rejects. This can however be
handled by pausing the process and emptying the screen in mid-run.
The fibers go to the filtered collector tank where they are dewatered using a screw pump. The waste
water can optionally be returned to the buffer tank or sent to drain. Returning the waste water to
buffer tank can be done initially to make sure no fines are lost during build-up of the fiber cake. After
the process is competed the fiber cake is manually removed from the collector tank.
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Machine IV – CRS Wash Line 3.0

Looking into the screen

Water is distributed within the wash line from a common source, which can be cold water, hot water
or a mix. It is up to the customer to decide. CRS generally recommends using a mix of cold and hot
water, using a thermostat or a blender on the supply line, for finding the optimal wash water
temperature.
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Machine IV – CRS Wash Line 3.0
The CRS Wash Line is partly run manually and partly run with automatic sequences, started from the
touch panel on the machine.

Example HMI program for a Wash Line
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Machine IV – CRS Wash Line 3.0
4. Scope of delivery & options
The standard scope of delivery includes the following:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Complete wash line.
Touch panel with all necessary programs installed.
Required licenses for hardware and software.
CE labels.
Documentation.
Connection points for required supplies.

The options follow below. Some additional customization or options are always possible, please
inquire.
Option 1:

Start-up & training – one week on site by one engineer from CRS, assisting with
practical issues for the installation as well as doing the start-up and training of
operators. The customer will need to provide the necessary resources for bringing the
machine to the correct location, as well as connecting it to the supplies, but CRS can
supervise where needed.
If this option is not ordered the start-up has to be done by customer. However, in such
a case CRS will be happy to receive the customer in our work-shop for a two-day free
training and walk-through of the machine.

Option 2:

Spare part package – a selection of spare parts aimed at giving the least possible
downtime in case parts fail. Spare parts can of course be order individually at a later
stage if needed.
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Machine IV – CRS Wash Line 3.0
5. Installation requirements & practicalities
The system has some necessary requirements that need to be fulfilled in order to run it. These have
to be prepared by the customer before any installation is to take place.
a. Power connection – the requirement is a 3-phase 400 VAC 50 Hz connection at no less than
16A capacity. Other setups, like other voltages or 60 Hz, are possible but please check with
CRS first.
b. Pressurized air connection – the requirement is 6 – 10 bar, water and oil free.
c. Water connection – a water pressure of at least 5 bar at 30 Lpm is recommended, otherwise
the wash sequences will be too slow and filling times too long. Tap water quality is preferred.
Supplied water has to be < 60 C.
d. Drain connection – the drain will receive dirty wash water in large quantities.

Additionally there are some less critical but nonetheless important aspects to consider.
e. Safety – the system should be used in accordance with what the risk analysis states. Please
make sure that the requirements stated in that document can be met with the chosen lab
setup.
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Machine IV – CRS Wash Line 3.0
The machine weighs around 1,200 kg. It will be supported by machine feet (included with the
delivery). The outer measurements of the machine and the recommended floor space are shown
below.
(mm)

CRS Wash Line 3.0

1100
2000
2900
Access

Access
Height 2400
3600

To transport the machine into a room the door needs a width of at least 1150 and a height of at least
2200.
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3. Quality & warranties
CRS designs and manufactures all machines in accordance with relevant CE directives. That implies
emphasis on safety. Necessary documentation according to CE is delivered with the machine.
Inspection is performed by CRS during construction. In the case a third party inspection is desired it
will have to be paid for by the customer – as well as any cost arising from the inspection which are
not demanded by CE. CRS can accept some additional national regulation according to mutual
agreement before order.
At CRS we try to focus on effectiveness of investment, when designing research machinery or
providing consultancy services. High quality components usually pay off after a few years, both in
terms of actual money and quality of research, despite higher initial costs.
CRS has a one year warranty on all systems delivered, covering hardware and software. Consumables
like seals are not covered by the warranty. In case a component is defect or not functioning during
the warranty period it shall be sent to CRS at the expense of the customer but be repaired or
replaced and returned at the expense of CRS.
The warranty goes into effect at either acceptance or six months after physical delivery of machinery,
whichever comes first.
CRS can send service engineers to customer sites in case major service is needed or a major
equipment failure would arise.
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4. Delivery times, ordering & prices
Delivery times on the systems in the CRS Fiber Line vary with demand but typically range from 2 to 6
months on standard deliveries – some options can mean longer delivery times. CRS usually delivers
under the conditions FCA Stenkullen (our manufacturing site in Sweden) and the goods will be
properly boxed for international transport by air or ship.
CRS products and services are sold through two channels, depending on the geographical market. On
the following markets below all products and services are sold by Elof Hansson International AB.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Argentina
Bangladesh
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
China (PRC)
Colombia
Ecuador
India
Indonesia
Iran
Iraq
Jordan
Kuwait
Malaysia

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mexico
Pakistan
Paraguay
Peru
Philippines
Russia
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
Sri Lanka
Syria
Taiwan
Thailand
UAE
Uruguay
Venezuela

On other markets all products and services are sold by CRS. Prices are generally the same,
independent of country and sales channel.
Please inquire with Elof Hansson International or CRS directly, depending on geographic location, for
a quotation with more specific delivery times and prices.
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5. Conditions
Unless stated differently in this document and any purchase agreement, all delivery conditions, along
with warranties and compensation clauses, follow the Orgalime S 2000 standard. Please note that
there are some deviations from Orgalime S 2000 in this document – most notably under section 3
and 4. Where those deviations are present this document has priority over Orgalime.
Deliveries follow the Incoterms 2010 standard.
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